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ABSTRACT

Gabriela Puspita Nagri. K2209035. Comparative Study between Know, Want, Learnt (KWL) and Direct Instruction Method to Teach Reading (An Experimental Study at the Ninth Grade of SMP Negeri 13 Surakarta in the 2014/2015 Academic Year). A Thesis. Surakarta: Faculty of Teacher Training and Education of Sebelas Maret University. 2015.

The aim of this research is to find out: (1) whether there is a significant difference in reading skill between the students taught using KWL method and those taught using DIM; and (2) whether KWL method is more effective than DIM to teach reading. This experimental study used 22 students for the experimental group and 22 students for the control group. The data were collected by using reading test and then analyzed by using t-test formula. The computation of the data shows that the t-observation ($t_o$) is 1.988, which is higher than the t-table ($t_{42,0.05}$): 1.960. Therefore, it can be concluded that there is a significant difference in reading skill between the students taught using KWL method and those taught using DIM. The mean of the group of students taught using KWL method is 75.14, while the mean of the group of students taught using DIM is 69.13. Therefore, it can be concluded that KWL method is more effective to teach reading than DIM for junior high school students.
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